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3.1.6.Capture-Mark-Recapture (CMR)

Objective

To identify part of the animals of the population since the 
proportion of animals “recaptured” during the samplings 
is known. The local population size (density) can then be 
estimated.  

Measure estimated

Population density.

Applicability

All ungulates.

Methodology

CMR methods include a large family of methodologies 
reviewed in Buckland et al. (2000). This method needs 
trapping and marking, or at least, individually identifiable 
animals through CT (e.g., by means of antlers/horn shape, 
spotted fur) (e.g., CT based spatial Capture-Recapture, 
SCR) or other means (e.g. DNA analysis). Capture and 
release for scientific purposes may require licensing in 
some countries. Recapturing is highly affected according to 
the first capture and experiences of individuals, and it may 
increase the potential risks of injuries, also lethal, for the 
recaptured individuals. There are different mathematical 
models for closed populations (without births / deaths or 
emigration / immigration) and for open ones. If there is no 
certainty about the condition of the population then it is 
better to use models for open population. 

CMR was conducted with recapturing for wild boar 
(Focardi et al. 2008), by hunting bags (Toïgo et al. 2008) 
or with re-sightings by CTs (marking or individually 
identifiable animals are needed; e.g., Sweitzer et al. 2000, 
Hanson et al. 2008, Hebeisen et al. 2008, Plhal et al. 2011; 
Morimando et al. 2016; Ünala and Çulhacı 2018). 

Due to its high effort and local conductibility, this method 
may only be used for scientific purposes, knowing that 
better methods exist. Recently, spatial capture-recapture 
models (SCR), in a broad sense, are replacing traditional 
CMR for wildlife monitoring (Royle et al. 2014, Jiménez et 
al. 2017). For management purposes, traditional CMR is 
not suitable, as the release of animals instead of culling 
will be counterproductive to the management aims of 
population reduction.

Evaluation

• Pro: moderate to expensive costs, very precise and 
accurate if assumptions are respected, rarely used outside 
scientific investigations.
• Con: high effort, need for assumptions.
• Accuracy: : high.
• Habitat: all, depends on capturing possibilities, depending 
more on species then on habitats.

Recommendations to improve comparability and accuracy:
• It is necessary to mark/recognize a significant proportion 
of the population (not in SCR, Jiménez et al. 2017). 
Although it is very precise and accurate, it is expensive.

• For indirect CMR see “Genetic analyses of pellets 
(genetic CMR)”. See also “Camera trapping without 
individual recognition (CT) – SCR”.
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